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This two-pair collaborative pack has Overkill paying homage to the Kreuzberg area adidas flux trainers
of Berlin, which happens to be their store s location.The Overkill x adidas EQT Coat of Arms Pack
includes one pair of the adidas EQT Support ADV and the adidas EQT Support Future. Both pairs are
dressed in a color combination consisting of Red, Black and White, which are colors that can be found
on Kreuzberg� s traditional emblem.Details on the EQT Support ADV include the Grey and Black upper
accented by the Red hits noted on the Overkill logo on the ankle strap.  

Subtle hits of red can be seen on the stitching on the heel along with more blue detailing on the laces,
and rubber/mesh cage on the side panels. Other details include a full-length white Boost midsole with
blue EVA inserts adidas originals tubular and a black rubber outsole. Grab yours now from select
retailers for $150.We ve been seeing a whole lot of the Pharrell x adidas Tennis Hu over the past week
or so, and today we add two more colorways to the list. What you see adidas tubular mens above is the
Pharrell x adidas Tennis Hu in all-Red and all-Navy.The Pharrell x adidas Tennis Hu is Pharrell s newest
collaborative effort with adidas that is on the verge of releasing.  

Over the past couple of months we ve seen Pharrell rock a handful of unreleased colorways of the
Pharrell x adidas NMD Human Race. It is not being reported that most of the shoe s he s been spotted
wearing will actually release later on this year.Expected to drop during the Fall/Winter (November 11) of
this year are colorways adidas flip flops mens known as Pale Nude, Sun Glow, Core Black and Noble
Ink, all which can be seen above. These versions of the Pharrell x adidas NMD Human Race comes with
a new trail-inspired rubber outsole paired up with the Boost midsole and the model s signature lacing
system. Retail price is still expected to be $250.  

Which pair from the lineup are you looking most forward to? Stay tuned as more info begins to
surface.This weekend we saw the debut of the Pharrell x adidas Tennis Hu in two different colorways of
white/green and white/yellow. If you re a fan of the new sneaker then you ll be happy to see that there is
new colorways coming in the near future.Up above we take a look at one of the pairs that is expected to
drop later this year which features a Summer-friendly jersey style mesh on the upper done in white with
pastel green accents on the heel tab, tongue tag, insole, and portions of the adidas tubular womens
outsole.  

Lillard unveiled the shoe yesterday and while doing so he also let us know that they re now up for grabs.
The adidas Dame 3 Florist City comes with a floral graphic upper done in shades of Pink, Purple and
Dark Red. A Navy Blue midsole and hits of Black on the paneling and lining add to the aesthetics of the
shoe. Pick up a pair today for $115 and ball out like Lillard this Summer!When it comes to Primeknit,
anybody any adidas footwear can get it! Yup, even the adidas adilette.
http://www.spcjcr.co.uk/images/shoes/adidas tubular womens-446pzx.jpg Today we get our first look at
the adidas adilette Primeknit.
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